
Decomposition using Flowcharts

Why is it better to have round manhole covers than square ones?



The WINEGUM

Start / Stop / Subroutines

Warning, there should only be ONE direction of line to this box EITHER 
OUT or IN, never both



The WONKY RECTANGLE

Input / Output

Not to be confused with a parallelogram, that’s the MATHS department!



DIAMONDS ARE A GIRLS BEST FRIEND

Yes/No or 

True/False 

Decisions (Has 2 

lines out!)

Yes

No



The EVERYTHING ELSE box.

EVERYTHING ELSE!

Anything that doesn’t fit in 

one of the other boxes.



If you don’t MAP it, you can’t CODE it.

Ensure students are not allowed near a keyboard until they map the solution to a 

problem.    No matter how simple.

The reason we do this is to move the skill into unconscious competence, this 

takes PRACTICE, LOTS of it!

First task, 

create a flowchart for a program which will say ‘Hello World’ to the user, using 

the symbols you have been given.



Decisions.

Task 1 Animal ages.

Design code and test a program to convert dog or cat years into their human 

equivalents. The

program needs to ask the user for their choice of animal and should allow them to 

enter the age.

The output should be the equivalent human age for the animal.

The formulae for converting these animal ages to human equivalents are:

DOG:

11 dog years per human year for the first 2 years, then 4 dog years per human year 

for each

year after.

CAT:

15 years for the first year of life, 10 for the second year and 4 for each year after.



To Loop or not to loop!

The Number Game

Design and code a system that will think of a number between 1 and 100. The 

user should be prompted to guess the number.

If they guess low a message should come up asking them to try again and guess 

higher this time.

If they guess high a message should come up asking them to try again and guess 

lower this time.

If their guess is correct the system should congratulate them.

EXTENSION

The system will tell them how many guesses they too when the correct answer is 

reached.



What issues can we find in the example?!!

 Wrong shape! (comp guess isn’t input)

 No direction arrows.

 2 instructions in one box!!!!!  (Language specific?)



What kind of loop?

 Finite

 Conditional

 Infinite



Common finite (FOR) loop structure for use 

processing lists and files at GCSE level.

Is it the 

LAST 

THING?

Get next THING

No

yes

Flowchart in here!


